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1. FOLLOW COMPOSITE OF LATEST REPORTING BY SOURCES

AND CONCLUSION ON MOVEMENTS IN AND OUT SOVEMB BY KOSTIKOV
AND ALFERYEV:

A. KOSTIKOV. 1302 TO 1312 HOURS 22 NOV, SEEN TALKING IN GARDEN
WITH EMB COUNSELOR KAZANTSEV. 1402 HOURS, SEEN TALKING IN GARDEN
WITH ALFERYEV, 1ST SEC ANDREYEV AND TURYGIN. KOSTIKOV THEN LEFT EMB
BY CAR WITH HIS FAMILY.

B. KOSTIKOV. 23 NOV 1133 HOURS SPOKE BRIEFLY IN GARDEN WITH
KAZANTSEV AND SHUBIN. 1410 HOURS, BRIEFLY PLAYING VOLLEY BALL WITH
CONSUL YATSUKOV, SHUBIN, KAZANTSEV, PORKHUNOV, SOKOLOVSKAYA
AND STROGANOV. 1425 HOURS SPEAKS WITH SHUBIN AND SLAVNOV, 1426
HE AND SHUBIN GO TO MAIN GATE.

C. KOSTIKOV. 24 NOV. 1237 HOURS ENTERS SOVEMB WITH WIFE AND
SHUBIN. 1440 DRIVES OUT IN ALFERYEV'S CAR, LATTER AT WHEEL, WITH
KAZANTSEV AND TWO UNIDENTIFIED SOV VISITORS ALSO IN CAR. (THIS
FIRST TIME LIVING) HAS SEEN THESE VISITING SOVS. MEXI WILL
IDENTIFY ASAP.
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D. Alferiev, 24 Nov 1100 enters Embassy, departs 1326 with Shengalev, enters 1410 with latter, departs 1440 per above.

2. LICALLA reports that activities in back yard of Embassy normal for a Sunday, 24 Nov. Volley ball and ping pong games. Only first secs Konstantinov (suspect KGB resident) and Kuznetsov (KGB) wore business suits. By change at about 1520 hours spotted Kostikov's car near Sovemb Shubin was driving, Kostikov and Andreyev other passengers. Only latter had on business suit.

3. For 23 and 24 Nov, new LIFEAR coverage produced nothing on Kazantsev, Konstantinov and Shchuchkin.

4. LIFEAR on Kuznetsov did not produce anything of pertinence.
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